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!!
LIST OF WORKS !
TYTHEROYGAKA, video, time variable, 2015
AGRIPPINA, laser-cut napkin with gambas stain, plush toy dog
ANOTA MEANIN OF ROADS R WATER, A0 poster, plush toy dog
NOT NOW, « plexi-classico » necklace, graffiti, plush toy dog
UNTIT.ZIP, various A2 posters, dispersed throughout the city
« ARE THEY REAL? », performance by S ¿ I ? S with « untit.zip » !!
EXT. CLOUDY, A WHITE ROOM – MORNING BUT NIGHT! !
B: (émoticône smile) I think he's sleeping. But it's no hurry for now. Everybody's sleeping. I'm working a
bit, don't want to sound cliché but this show is so inside out that I can't tell what's on display and what's
not. No beginning or end. S said in some nice words the other day that it's like everything's that's in is
trying to come out and everything outside is trying to get in, facebook ; scattered presence - confusing
“I” with “the world” - “melting interior” (duel with fetus / self-as-abuser) meeting “total embrace of
exterior”, street posters, YouTube, Ryanair, and it doesn't help both trying to pretend to be the same
someone else, Alice in the movie or Soon Boon in the show.! !
N : Ok. (émoticône smile) I think the words of S are probably a good way to describe it, it's in a way, like
manipulating so many personals feelings / emotions ( of two persons ) and like u say, even more twisted
since there's Alice and Soon Boon to consider also.! !
(TRAIN SOUND DISSOLVES WITH WARMED UP GAME)! !!
THANK YOU !
Ares, Cara Benedetto, Denise Bertschl, Catherine Chevalier, Adenane Djigo, Eliza Douglas,
Loretta Fahrenholz, Lorenzo Gigotti, The Issues of Our Time 1 & 2, Tobias Kaspar,
Bonny Poon, Boris Meister, Nathaniel Monjaret, Dan Solbach, Hilda Stammarnäs,
videocity.bs, Sears Music, S ¿ I ? S, Marlon Strasser, Julian Tromp, Anna Susanna WoofDwight, Ji-Won Yee, Hyerim Yoon, Seyoung Yoon, Christian Zickler, and
EVERYONE AT Marbriers 4. !!
Opening May 21 19:00
May 21 - June 18
Marbriers 4 Rue Jean-Antoine-Gautier 18 1201 Genève !
HORAIRES / HOURS
Ouvert les samedis pendant les expositions de 14h à 20h ou sur rendez-vous.
Open on Saturdays during the exhibitions from 2 to 8pm or by appointment.

